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A standard procedure for optimizing the transient response of a system of 
nonlinear differential equations near an asymptotically stable equilibrium point 
involves choosing the system parameters so that the right-most eigenvalue of 
the linearized system is furthest to the left in the complex plane. This procedure 
is shown to also apply for nonlinear systems in infinite dimensional Banach 
spaces. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
We consider the first order nonlinear differential equation 
W)W = Ax(t) + f(W, q, (1) 
where x: [0, co) + B with B a complex Banach space, A a bounded linear 
operator on B to B, and f: B x [0, co) -+ B a nonlinear function vanishing 
at x = 0. We assume that the spectrum of A lies in the left-half plane. The 
main purpose of this paper is to show that the damping time defined by 
Borrelli and Leliakov [I] in the case where A = En, finite dimensional 
Euclidean space, provides a suitable local optimization criterion with respect 
to decay of transients even when B has infinite dimension. In the case where 
(1) is autonomous (i.e., f is independent of t) the infinite dimensional results 
hold under the same hypotheses as in finite dimensions but, require different 
methods of proof than used in [l]. For the nonautonomous case added 
hypotheses are needed to obtain the same result. These additional hypotheses 
are automatically satisfied when B = En. 
The results are stated and proved for complex Banach spaces B, they hold 
with minor modifications on real Banach spaces. By and large, we omit the 
details of these modifications. We proceed with some definitions and the 
statement of the main results. 
Let ZS be the set of all bounded linear operators on B to B. Let o(A) denote 
the spectrum of an element A ~a’. If x is a complex number denote its real 
part by Re(z). By x(t, x0) denote a solution of (1) with x(0, x0) = x0 . 
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DEFINITION. Given a > 0, 6 > 0 define 
Tap6 = {s > 0: every solution x(t, x,,) of (1) with /I x0 11 < 6 
obeys 11 x(t, x,)/l < 11 x,, II e-a for all t > s}, 
and t,,, = inf Ta,6 , with t,,, = cc if Tas6 is empty. We call t,,, a damping 
time of (1). 
Heuristically, ta,6 is the least time that is required for every solution of (1) 
starting in the ball 1) x,, II 6 6 to decay to t+ of its initial value. This is the 
same damping time as defined in [I]. The main result concerning the damping 
time is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Consider the differential equations 
with 
dxjdt = A,x +F,(x), 
dxjdt = A,x + Fz(x), 
(24 
(33) 
sup{Re(h): h E a(A,)} = 01~ < 01~ = sup(Re(h): /\ E a(A,)} < 0. 
Suppose that 
(i) Fi: B -+ B, i = I, 2, is continuously d#erentiable in a ball B, with 
center zero and radius Y > 0, that every solution x(t, x,,) of (2a) OY (2b) with 
I/ x0 )I < r can be continued for all t > 0, and that 11 Fi(x)ll = 0(/1x l/l+“) for 
some d > 0 US II x II--+ 0. 
Then, there exist constants a, > 0 and S, > 0, such that the damping times 
tAvs and tb,s of (2a) and (2b), respectively, exist for all a > a, and all S < 6, 
and obey 
t&s < e,6 P for a > a, , S ,< S, . 
The proof of this theorem depends on decay estimates to the solutions 
of (2) and will be given in Section 4 of this paper. The estimates will be 
derived in the next two sections. The intuitive content of the theorem is 
that the decay of transient solutions of (1) is optimized when the right-most 
part of the spectrum of the linear part A is furthest to the left in the complex 
plane. 
A similar result can be obtained for the nonautonomous case. However, 
additional hypotheses have to be placed on the spectrum of the linear part A 
in Equation (1). The additional restrictions are due to the lack of an invariant 
subspace theorem in infinite dimensional spaces. 
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THEOREM 2. Consider the d@rential equations 
dxjdt = A,x + FI(x, t) (34 
dxjdt = A,x + Fz(x, t) (3b) 
with 
sup{Re(X): h E o(A,)} = OCR < 01~ = sup{Re(X): h E a(A,)) -=c 0. 
Suppose that 
(ii) Fi: B x [0, co) -+ B, i = 1, 2; is a continuous function oft E [0, CO: 
for each x in a ball B, C B of radius r > 0 and center 0. Fi is continuously 
d#mentiabZe for each x E B, , /I Fa(x, t)ll = O(ll x Ill+“) as x -+ 0 for some d > 0 
and uniformly for t E [0, co). Finally, every solution x(t, x0) of (3a) or (3b) with 
x0 E B, can be continued for all t > 0. 
(iii) If Pu(AJ denotes the point spectrum of Ai , then 
01~ = sup{Re(X): h E Pu(A,)}, 
and a(AJ can be decomposed into the union of two disjoint components v,(Ai) 
and u,(AJ with 
uz(Ai) = {h E u(A,): Re(h) = ai} and wi = distance(uI(Ai), u2(Ai)) > 0. 
Then, there exist constants a, > 0 and 6, > 0, such that, the damping times 
ti I) and ti,, of (3a) and (3b), respectively, exist for all a 2 a,, and all 8 < 6, 
and obey 
C.6 < C.6 9 for a 3 a, ,6 < 6, . 
This theorem has the same interpretation as Theorem 1 and its proof is 
discussed in Section 4. We now proceed to collect a number of results that 
will be needed in the proofs of the above two theorems. 
2. DECAY ESTIMATES FOR LINEAR EQUATIONS 
For any element A in Z-S?‘, we define for complex z the exponential 
ez* = m znAn 
CT* 
k=O 
For y E B, II y 11 denotes the norm of y, while if y ~g it denotes the operator 
norm of y. We note that if t is real, then (d/dt) et* = AetA ESI and if 
A, , A, ES? with A,A, = AzAI = 0, the zero operator, then 
e*,+*, = e*~ + eA2. 
We now establish a sequence of lemmas that will be needed in the sequel. 
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LEMMA 1. Let A ES? and suppose that sup{Re(X): h E a(A)} = 0~. Then 
given any E > 0, there exists a constant K = K(c) with 
11 etA 11 < Ke(a+c)t, t 3 0. (4) 
Also given any r > 0 there exists a sequence {x,J~~~ with )I x, 1) = Y and 
1) etAx, /I 3 re(a-E)t, O<t<n. (5) 
Proof. The proof of (4) is basically a variation of the standard proof of 
the spectral mapping theorem. Also see Wong [2]. We give it for the sake 
of completeness. 
By the spectral mapping theorem 
u(eA) C {z: / z ) ,< P}. 
If p denotes the spectral radius, then 
p(eA) = i+z (I enA Illln < em. 
Thus given E > 0, there exists N with 
11 enA 1) < e(“+r)a for all n 3 N. 
Now, for any t E [0, co), t = KN + tl , where 0 < tl < N, and k is a positive 
integer. Thus, 
(1 etA jj = [I ekNAetlA (1 < jj eNA 11’ (1 etlA I[ < eGfsJkN 11 etlA (1 
< ~~‘a+” (kN+tl) _ ~~(a+‘) t - 
where 
K = sup 1) etlA I/ ew(ar+r)tl. 
0<t,<iV 
To obtain the lower bound (5) we first note that there exists a point h 
on the boundary of the spectrum of A with Re(X) = (Y. Since h E &(A) it is 
an approximate eigenvalue of A [3], that is, there exists a sequence {xk} with 
11 xk 11 = Y, such that, 
lI(A-iiI)x,JI+O as K-+co. 
Now, let M = max(l X I , /I A II}, and 
clz = inf e(+-“)t[l - e-Et]/t. 
O<t<Tl 
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Afxkn = hexk, + E,’ c #At-l-jy,. . 
j=O 
Thus 
// etAxk, I/ = 
Ii 
% F xk, + E,’ f $ 
i 
y %Ae-l-jykn 
e=1 . 3=0 
/I 
> yeat - 6,‘~ f $ tMe-l 2 r[emt - QeMt] . 
e=1 * 
From the definition of Ed and the above inequality 
since, 
11 etAxk, I/ >, ye(a-r)t if O<t<n, 
,c,teMt < eat(l - e-Et) = eat - e(a-c)t. 
Relabeling by setting xk, = x, , we have the proof of (5). 
In the treatment of the nonautonomous nonlinear differential equation 
we shall need some additional simple bounds obtained by using the added 
hypothesis (iii) in Theorem 2. We collect these in two Lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. Let A ~93, let 01 = sup{Re(h): A E a(A)} and suppose that A 
satisjies the added hypothesis (iii) on its spectrum. Then 
II eAt II 2 emt, t >, 0. (6) 
Finally, if 01 = Re(X) for all h E a(A) then to E > 0 there exists a constant 
K = K(E) > 0, with 
11 eAt I/ < Ke(a-c)t, t < 0. 
Proof. The proof of the last inequality follows the same argument as the 
proof of (4) using e-A instead of eA and noting that if Re(h) = 01 for all 
h E u(A) then o(e”) C (.a: I x I = e-m}. 
To prove (6) we note that to any E > 0 there exists h G Pa(A) with 
O<ol--Re(X)<c.Letxwithllx/I=l b e any eigenvector of A correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue A. Then for t > 0, 
II eAtXIl = ilcfAnxli = /iZ$Xli 
= e(ReA)t 11 x /j > e(u-E)t I/ x/~ = e(N-r)ts 
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Since this holds for each E > 0, we have 
II eAt II3 eat, t E [O, co). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let A E@ and suppose that sup{Re(h): h E o(A)} = 0~. Then 
given any E > 0 and to 2 0, there exists a comtant K = K(E, t,,) such that any 
x: [0, 00) + B and satisfying the linear differential equation 
dxjdt = Ax (7) 
with x(t,) = x,, , obeys 
II Wll < K II x0 II @+ebt, t 3 to 30. (8) 
If in addition A satisjes the hypothesis (iii), then given any I > 0, there exists 
a solution of (7) with II x(t,)ll = r, obeying 
/I x(t)11 > re(a-E)(t-to) , t 3 to > 0. (9) 
Proof. For, any solution of (7) with x(t,) = x0 is of the form 
x(t) = eA(t-to)xo . 
From Lemma 1, we hence have for t > to 
II x(t)ll d II x0 II II e -J(t---to) 11< I/ xo j/ K,(a+-to)* 
where K = K(E) is the constant appearing in Lemma 1. Here we simply set 
K(E, to) equal to Ke-(a+6)to. 
If in addition A satisfies (iii), then from the proof of Lemma 2 we can 
find an eigenvector x of A with /I x 11 = r and for which 
II e A(t-t,)X I, 2 j, x I, e(a-E)(t-tO) = re(ar--EHt-to), t 3 to. 
Setting x(t) = 4(t-to)x we have a solution of (7) satisfying (9). This completes 
the proof of Lemma 3. 
3. DECAY ESTIMATES FOR NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
In this section we obtain upper and lower bounds to solutions of a class of 
nonlinear differential equations. These bounds will be used to prove our 
main Theorems 1 and 2. The lower bounds require different methods of 
proof for the autonomous and nonautonomous cases. These differences are 
reflected in the types of hypotheses we had to impose in Theorems 1 and 2. 
409/471x-I5 
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THEOREM 3. Let A ~g and suppose that 
sup(Re(h): h E o(A)} = 01 < 0. 
Assume that for some r > 0 there exists a ball B, C B about zero, such that 
either: 
(a) f : B, + B and satisfies condition (i), OY 
(b) f: B, x [0, co) -+ B and satisjies condition (ii). 
Then for each E > 0 and each K > 0, there exists a ball B, about zero and a 
constant T, > 0, such that if x(t) is a solution of either 
dx(t)/dt = Ax(t) + f (x(t)>, (104 
OY 
dx(t)/dt = Ax(t) + f (x(t), t), (lob) 
with x(O) = x,, E B, , then Ij x(t)[l/lj x0 I/ is unzyormly bounded for x0 E B, - 0, 
and 
II x(t)11 G K II x0 II e(a+r)t, t 3 T,, . (11) 
Proof. Hypothesis (i) or (ii) guarantee that x(t) can be continued for 
t > 0. The upper bound (11) ’ d 1s erived from Gronwall’s lemma in exactly 
the same manner as the corresponding bound in the finite dimensional 
case [4]. The details are omitted. 
The next result is an extension of a theorem in [I], and shows the existence 
of solutions satisfying a lower bound. The hypotheses are much more 
restrictive than those needed for the corresponding bound in the autonomous 
case of Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, given 6 > 0, for any 
5 > 0 there exists a T,, > 0 and a solution of the d$%rential equation 
dx(t)/dt = Ax(t) + f (x(t), t) (lob) 
dejkedfor all t > 0, with II x(0)1] = /I x0 I/ < 6, and 
II #II 3 II x0 II e(“-t)t, t > To, (12) 
provided A satisJies the additional restriction (iii) on its spectrum. 
Proof. Only part of the proof of this result differs from the corresponding 
result in En, and we only present that part. By (iii) (see Dunford [5] or Hille 
and Phillips [6]) we can resolve A into the form 
A = A, + A,, A,A, = A,A, = 0, 
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and B into the form 
B = Bl @ B, , A(B) = 4W + M%), 
where B, and B, are Banach spaces with zero the only common element and 
such that Ai EL%(B~, BJ, and a(AJ = ui(A) for i = 1,2,.... Also note that 
if h with Re(h) = ~11 is an eigenvalue of A it is aho an eigenvalue of A, , and 
that by (iii) such a h does exist. 
Now, note that 
e At = e4t + eAzt = U, + U, , 
where U, = eAlt and U, = eAst, and hence that every solution x(t) of the 
integral equation 
(13) 
where c E B, is also a solution of the differential equation (lob). 
Now, if 0 < 6’ < w = d(u,(A), a,(A)), there exists M = M(8) such that 
by Lemmas 1 and 2 11 Ul(t)/l < le((+l’dt, t 2 0, and 11 Uz(t)/l < Me(or-6’)t for 
t < 0. Using these inequalities it can be shown using the same argument as 
that in [I] in finite dimensions, that for small enough 11 c /I , (13) possesses a 
solution obeying the lower estimate (12). 
The next result provides a weaker form of the lower bound of Theorem 5 
for the autonomous case. The advantage of this form lies in the fact that the 
additional hypotheses (iii) placed on the spectrum of the linear part A are no 
longer needed. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that A ~92 and that 
sup{Re@): X E u(A)) = LY < 0. 
Suppose that B, C B is a ball about zero, that f: B, -+ B, and that f satisjies 
hypothesis (i). Then given S with 0 < S < Y, and 5 > 0 there exist To > 0, 
iV > 0, and a sequence {xJt)> of solutions of the d#erential equation 
dx/dt = Ax + f (x) (104 
with 0 < I] xn(0)ll < S, and 
II x&>ll 3 II x,VUl e(a-t)t, To < t < n, n > N. 
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Proof. We first show that any solution x(t, x0) of (lOa) with /I x0 11 suf- 
ficiently small is of the form 
x(t, x0) = eAtXO + G(t, x0), (14) 
where G(t, x0): [0, co) x B -+ B, and II G(t, x&l] = 0(/l x,, ljl+“) as II x0 Ij -+ 0. 
To see this, note that x(t, x,,) is continuously differentiable (in the sense of 
Frechet) with respect to CC, in a neighborhood of 0 (see for example, Loomis 
and Sternberg [7]), and if D, denotes this derivative we have from (10a): 
(44 P&, xo)l = 44x@, xo>l + WMt, ~,)I&+~ xo>, (15) 
where Dzf denotes the Frechet derivative of f. In particular at x,, = 0, 
and hence, 
(44 [4x@, (01 = W,~(~,O)l, 
D&t, 0) = eAt. 
Thus (14) holds with G(t, 0) = 0 and D,G(t, 0) = 0, from Taylor’s theorem. 
Now, from (15) 
D&t, x0) = eAt + 1” eA(t-7)D.J(x(7, x,,)) D&T, x,,) dT. 
0 
Thus 
11 Dzx(4 x0)11 B K + K 1 t II QcfW, x0)11 I/ D&t, x0)/j dT, 
0 
with the same K as appears in Equation (4). Using Gronwall’s inequality, 
the fact that /I D,f(x(t, x,,)ll = O(lj x(t, x,Jd) and the bound (11) we conclude 
that I/ 444~ xo)ll is b ounded for t > 0 for I/ x0 11 small enough for the estimate 
of Theorem 3 to hold. Letting 
H(t, x0) = D&t, x0) - D&t, 0) = Dg(t, x0) - eAt, 
we note that 
and 
(44 H(t, ~0) = AH(t, xo) + D,f[#, ~011 D& ~01, 
H(0, x0) = I - I = 0, 
by the continuity of D.&t, x0). Thus 
H(t, x0) = eAt 
s ’ e-ATDOf[X(T, x0)1 D&T, ~0) dT, 0 
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and for 11 x0 11 small enough for the estimate of Theorem 3 to hold with 
E < I 42 I , 
II W, xo)ll 
II x0 llA 
< Ot/l s 
eA(t-d /I II Dccf[X(Tp xo)]ll I/ D2x(T, xo)ll dT 
II x0 llA 
t 
<c s 
e(a/Z)(t-r) 11 ‘6, xo)llA dT 
0 II x0 llA 
s 
t 
<C e(“/2)(t-r) dr < C”; C, C’, C” constants. 
0 
Thus 11 H(t, x0)11 = O(ll x0 [IA) as I/ x0 (I+ 0. Since from (14) 
we have 
D,G(t, x0) = L&x(t, x0) - eAt = H(t, x0), 
II G(t, xo)ll = WI x0 V+“> as II x0 II + 0. 
This establishes our assertion. 
From Lemma 1 we can find a sequence (xn} with 
0 < d’ < A, such that (I x, [I < 6 for n > N and 
11 eAtx, 11 > I/ x, I/ e(a-(c/z))t, O<t<n,n>N. 
Now, pick 6 < 1 small enough so that (14) holds and 
II GO, 4ll < t II x, l/l+“. 
Then for n > N, t > To , 
II 44 xdll 2 II eAtxn II - II W, 4ll 
3 e@-(c12))t 11 x, 11 [l - & I/ x, IlA’ e((CP)--a)t] 
> * e(a--(C12))t 11 x, 11 , To 6 t <n. 
Letting, To = max[To , (ln 4)/t}, then 
II x0, dll 2 II x, II e(a-c)t for To 9 t < n, n > N. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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4. PROOF OF THE DESIGN CRITERION 
We proceed to prove Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 2 is simpler and 
follows from the estimates of Theorem 3 and 4 in the same fashion as the 
corresponding theorem in finite dimensions [I]. However, the arguments 
used in proving Theorem 1 also apply to the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We first note that since a(&) lie in the left-hand plane 
then by Theorem 3, 0 < ti,s < co for 6 sufficiently small, say 6 < 6,. 
We thus have to establish the inequality tts6 < (fs. Pick 6, small enough 
for Theorem 5 to hold, define 7 = $(a2 - 01~) > 0, and use Theorem 5 to 
pick a sequence x,(t, xj’) of solutions of (2b) with 0 < 11 xj’ I] < 6, and 
11 q(t, xi’)11 > 11 xp.l 11 et+), T,, < t <j. 
From Theorem 3 we can choose T,, so that for any solution y(t, y,) of (2a) 
with I/y,, /I < 6 we have 
II r(t,ro>ll < II y. II e(arl+T)t, t 3 To . 
Now, choose a, > 0 so that for a > a, 
TO < -a/(~~ + T) < f < -~/(a~ - T), 
and note that 
II r(4 hll G II y. II e-a for -u/(aI + T) < t 
hence, any such t is in T& and consequently, t > t& . 
But, for any j > -~/(a, - T) there exists a solution xj(t, xi’) of (2b) with 
II x4& xj’)ll 3 II xj’ II e 2(az-7) > eea 11 xj’ 11 . 
That is, f $ Tis8 , and hence, f < ti,a . Combining these two inequalities for f, 
we obtain the proof of the theorem. 
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